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SKID STEER
XPT

BIAS EXCAVATOR
EX222
§ Extra-tough tread compound for cut and impact protection
§ Special tread design for optimum traction and wear life
§ Advanced rubber compounds and nylon-cord body provide excellent impact

resistance and long wear

§ Super-tough tread design for outstanding traction, durability and puncture

resistance in the most demanding work conditions
§ Improved dual tapered step lug extends wear and life
§ Heavy-duty sidewall and large curb rib deliver increased stability and greater

puncture resistance
§ Extra-wide lugs provide longer tread-wear and extended tire life
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GRADER
GT222
§
§
§
§

Superior grip and directional traction
Long wear owing to tough sidewalls with special compounds
Advanced compound construction provides superior durability
Excellent traction and flotation through overlapping bar cleats

SKID STEER
XPT ND
§
§
§
§

Strong lateral stability
Uniform tread wear and long life
Cut and puncture resistance
Solid grip on hard surfaces
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LOADER
LT100

R

§ Excellent tread-wear resistance on hard-surface roads
§ Designed specifically for light-construction machines such as backhoes,

tractors, and loaders
§ Wide buttressed lugs deliver durability and long life in construction services

SKID STEER
XPT
§ Tough sidewall and long wear
§ Excellent traction and flotation through overlapping bar cleats and lo-pro

design
§ Performs in a wide variety of surface conditions
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INDUSTRIAL TRACTOR
R400
§ Wide-buttressed lugs provides excellent durability and long tread life
§ Special rubber compounds and nylon-cord body provide excellent impact

resistance and long wear
§ Ideal for use on concrete and soil
* The featured products are available as at September 2018, GRI launches
10 new products every month, following the opening of its new factory.

